
  VIPColor Colour Label Printers VP700 and  VP750 are becoming
increasingly prominent due to their blazing speed, printing quality
and cost-e�ectiveness.  Combined with FLEXOR xCUT is our 
response to the development of the digital roll to roll label print
industry on 250mm width. 

FLEXOR xCUT cut-to-register �nishing system

  The powerful S-drives positions the cutting plate using a 
servo motor and executes the kisscuting with remarkable precision.
  Typical problems with waterproo�ng can be eliminated by applying 
the lamination, it also allows for convenient operation with large roll media.

Cut & Laminate printed labels
Now your digital printed job can look really
professional. Laminate, die cutting, waste 
remove and slitting in only one pass.

Super intelligent sensors guarantee extreme 
cutting precision, and recognizes the gap 
between printed labels or black marks.

All blank labels - one cylinder

accessories

All you need is one �exible blade to save your 
time and money. You can cut labels that are 
up to 406,4 mm in length*. 

Change the magnetic  blades/die in just a 
few seconds!!

Speci�cations:
- Semi-Rotary (cut-to-register) and Full-Rotary. Included one non-changeable magnetic cilynder Z-128
- Max. rolls diameter size: 450mm (almost 1000 linear meters).
- Max. speed: 24m/min cut-to-register (semi-rotary), 18m/min cut-to-register (in-line
with VP7xx printer), and 30m/min on full-rotary.
- Lamination module for supported and unsupported laminates.
- Razor knife slitting.
- Control Panel.
- Positioning system by black mark sensor.
- 76mm shafts. Optional exchangeable pneumatic shafts 76mm, 50mm, 40mm.
- Power Supply: 4 KW,  220 V ac, monophase.
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More information at:
Web:  http://www.vipcolor.com

Email:  info@vipcoloreurope.com
Tel. :  +34 93 588 3018

VIPColor

High Accuracy Registration:
· Precise Semi Rotary die
cutting with the highest
die cutting accuracy, up to
+/- 0,15mm

Accurate tension control :
· Automatic and safe
slow down and start up for 
any label length


